Abstract. In the paper there is disscussed a notion of a density point of a Borel subset of a metric space with respect to a Borel measure fi. There are considered densities with respect to equivalent measures and density with respect to the limit of a sequence of equivalent measures.
If d = 1 we say that XQ is a density point of a set E.
We shall assume that X is a metric space, // is a Borel measure on X and XQ e X belongs to the support of fi i.e. for any ball B r with the center xo and arbitrary radius r, we have fi(B r ) > 0. Moreover, let fi be finite on some ball B ro . The simple generalization of a notion of the density with respect to Lebesgue measure leads us to the following If d = 1 we say that x$ is a fi-density point of a set A.
Recall that a measure u is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure /z (i/ fx), defined on the same cr-algebra T, if from the fact n(A) = 0 it follows that v(A) = 0. We say that measures /i and is are equivalent if fi v and v fj,. It is well known, that if /x and u are cr-finite measures on (X, !P) and v //, then there exists a nonnegative ^"-measurable function / (called the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with respect to /x and denoted by 4jj) such that for any A G T we have i/(vl) -\fdfi.
Since equivalent measures have the same cr-algebras of measurable sets and a-ideals of null sets, there is a natural question of densities generated by equivalent measures. There exist equivalent measures which generated different densities (such measures shall be constructed in the proof of Theorem 1). In [1] it is shown that if v = \fdfj, and (*) 0 <m^f{x)^M ¿¿-almost everywhere on some neighbourhood of xq then, for every measurable set A,
xo is a /¿-density point of A if and only if xo is a ^-density point of A.
We shall show that conditions (*) and (**) are not equivalent. We shall also consider a density with respect to the measure /i which is a limit of a sequence of equivalent measures. we have fx ({xo}) = 0. From the continuity of ¡i at xq it follows that for any n € N there is r^ G (rn+i,rn) such that /i (Bjr^ \ Brn+1) = ^. Denote by An = Cn \ Br-and an = fi (An). Since /x (Cn \ An) = , we have oo
From (1) and (2) we obtain that xq is a density point of n= 1 the set A with respect to //. Indeed, for any rn+i ^ r Suppose now that d = 0. Let cn = ^ -for any n G N. Obviously K} satisfies (1) . Changing the function / on sets Cn\j4n such that f(t) -anc^ P u^i ng v{A) = \fdfj, we obtain v{Cn) = \/ncn. By (1), there A oo is no such that cn < ^ c^ for n > no, and for any r G (rn+i,rn] we have k=n+1 00 r->0+ Clearly, functions constructed in the previous proof do not satisfy the condition (*) -and measures do not satisfy the condition (**). Using the same set A, we shall construct a function / which does not satisfy (*) but v = J fdfi satisfies (**). We start from an easy observation. 
THEOREM 2. For any Borel probability measure \i on (X, T) and any point Xq such that /x satisfies the condition of continuity at xq, there exists an equivalent Borel measure v such that xq is a density point of a set S if and only if xo is a u-density point of S, and for any neighbourhood U of xq and number M > 0 n({xeU:f{x)>M})>0,
where f is a Radon-Nikodym derivative .
for other t and v = J fdfi. Obviously, for any Borel set S C X, v (S) > ¡jl (S) and u(AnS) -n(AC\S).
Moreover v (C n ) = a n + n(c n -a n ) = (Cn -^ ) + n^-= c" (1 + ™ 2« J 2 n V 2 n So / is integrable, and the measures fj, and v are in fact equivalent. Observe that we can make v a probability measure changing values of / on Co, Ci, ..., Cfc for some number k. We will prove that xo is a i/-density point of A.
For any a > 1 there is no G N such that (l + < a. For r 6 (rn+i,rn] with n ^ no we have 
71=1
Hence the uniform convergence of probability measures can be described as a convergence in some L\ space.
THEOREM 3. Suppose that // is a Borel probability measure on {X,T). For any d G [0,1) there exist a Borel set A and a sequence of probability measures
Hn equivalent to /i such that If d = 0 we use in the definition of f n the function from the second part of the proof of Theorem 1 and change it again on finite many sets C n to obtain probability measures fi n -Again we obtain that {/ n } converges to 1 in Li {fi).
Finally, the sequence {fi n } tends uniformly to ¡i.
• At the end we shall consider another kind of convergence of measures, which is strictly connected with density of a set at a point. THEOREM 
if only /j,{B r nA) > 0. There is ni, such that R\ < e for n > ni, and, < e for n greater than some n2. Finally, we can fix n > max (ni, n 2 ) and find ro small enough to have R 2 < £ for r < ro.
If fi {B r fl A) = 0 for some r > 0, we can repeat our cosiderations for the set X \ A. m REMARK 3. Consider the sequence {fi n } of measures given by RadonNikodym derivatives f n (with respect to some measure M). Assume that f n tend almost everywhere uniformly to the function / ^ c > 0, which is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of some measure fi. The measures fi, fi n are the natural example of measures satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4. 
